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Address by Mr. James P. Grant

&ecutive Director of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)

at Commencement ceremonies of
Clark University

Worcester, Massachusetts - 17 Msy 1987

“A Decade of Rude Awakenings, The New Frnntier”

Prssident Traina,
distinguished guests,

parents, and most impotiant,
members of the.1987 graduating class?

● ✎Thank you for both the kind words and for the honorary degree from this
dlstnqushed University. Clark has contributed remarkably over the years to
frontiers in the liberal arts and sciences. It is a particular privilege to
be .smong you as the University commemorates a century of service. I share a
sense of the history of this place with you, and a sense of preparing here for
participation in ths world at large. It is almost exactly a half-century
since I was first on this campus) in August, 1937, I came as a young refUgee

from ths Japanese occupation in July of Beijing, China - my birthplace and
home town. For the next year, I lived with an old Worcester family on the
site of the first settlement in Worcester - 548 Lincoln Street - now the
Sheraton Lincoln - and attended North High School.

Clark University graduates have entersd into war years ... into boa Years
- must notably the 1950s and 1960s ... depressions ... and now, today, into
pmspectivsly troubled times.

AS you bsgin to take your place in the world at large, you are each
rightly ‘seeking satisfaction in life, and the difficulties of these times will
surely have some effect on you. But this is your era of history, and YOI.also
have a responsibility, it is you who must he-he world navigate through the
troubled waters that lie ahead=
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●
A decade of rude awakenings

The trnubled times that will meet this class of graduates have,

unfortunately, developed largely in the few years during which you have
received your college and secondary education. A severe turn in global
economic tides has reversed decades of increasing prosperity that the world

bas enjoyed since the Second World War. It is, in fact, quite possible that

the 1980s will be remembered as “tbe decade of rude awakenings”. More

funda.menta1 change is being forced u~n more institutions - whether

governments, corporations, or international organizations - than perhaps at
any other time in recent history. Even the seemingly most secure and stable
have &en compelled to relinquish previously held expectations of

invulnerability and adjust to new realities. Cnuntries - from the United
States and United Kingdnm to Mexico and Brazil to Nigeria and Tanzania to the

U.S.S.R. and China - have been forced to massivsly alter their assumptions.
Even the most stable-appearing corporate institutions have bsen challenged to

restructure or disappear - and often both z this applies to great banks, such
as Continental Illinois and the Bank of Americal broadcasting conglomerates,

such as CBS I industrial nmnuf acturers, such as International Harvester,
Caterpillar, John Deere, a’ndChrysler, and the world’s most fabled airlines,

Pan Am, Eastern Airlines, and Eeople Express. In these few short years,
American farmers and energy producers - both of which depend on primary
pruducts - have baen threatened by the lowest ccmunodity prices in modern times.

—
The United States has been spared the worst, so far. Yet the ?-udest

awakenings for the U.S.
——

may yet lie abead, as you are entering your
professional careers. —Our relative national prosperity of the past 5 years,
so different from most of the world, as we know, has been made possible not
only by more than doubling the nationa 1 debt, but also by massive borrowing

from abroad. Since YOU entered college, the United States has shifted from
being tbe world’s largest creditor nation in history, to the world ts largest
debtor. Earlier this month, when $30 billion in 30-year Treasury bonds were
offered to the public - to pay, among other things, salaries of American
soldiers and sailors and research grants to universities - Japan alone bought
nearly one half of those bonds. Since this massivs dependence on foreign

borrowings cannot long continue, a mde awakening for tbe United States almost
certainly lies ahead during the next several years.

Most of you, I am sure, hava an inner confidence that this is a temporary
situation. After all, hasn’t your lifetime and that of your parents bsen one
of steady growth, with Americans in a principal leadership role? We have
watched the gross glc,~l output of the world more than tre>le in the last

forty years - in fact, almost guadruple. We have witnessed the end of
imperialism as it was fifty years ago when I first walked this campus, and
consequently, the number of nations of the world increase from 50 to 1S0. We
have seen the number of Americans living in absolute poverty massively reduced
in the last 20 years.

● But I think we all will agree we have less confidence ahnut the immediate
future than we had even when you first entered into your higher education.
And you now bear the responsibility for providing leadership.

.
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There is.another world I would like to speak of which is in a permanent -

not a temporary - emergency ... and which, too, requires your leadership. It
consists of one quarter of the world’s people - more than a billion people -
equal in population to that of all the industrial countries. They ara in such
absolute poverty and have such lack of access to even the most rudimentary

services of education and health that one out of every four of their children
die within a few years of birth. We call their situation the “silent
emergency!, because these children die in such nUUIkx3rs,and WietlY - TWO years

ago the world’ s newspapers headlined the terrible news from Bhopol, India,

whera nearly 3,000 died in the Union Carbide chamical disaster. That same day

38,000 small children died, silently and without public notice, from the

‘ction of gross poverty and under-development - lack of clean water,
basic education and even the most rudimentary of health facilities. That

occurs = day of the year. If these 38,000 small childran were born in the
United States, 35,000 of them would not die today. The difference is where

they were ban, even in this era which, in the words of Arnold Toynbae, is the
first in human history in which it is possible to bring the banefits of

prograss to all - rather than, as in the past, to only a privileged minority.

You may properly ask today - this morning at this Commencement - what is

the comnon set of ties, if any, between these two sets of pmblams - the
unsettled world that you are entering and the abject condition of this world’s
poorest quarter?

There are two principal links. First is the tie of common sense. We know

the world today is ever smaller and more interdependent. When I first arrived
in Worcester, it took two weeks to reach the U.S. from China by boat, and
another four days to cross this continent by train. Evsn then a conflict
starting in far off China could ultimately engulf us in a world war. Now I

get on an airplane, as I will in June, and 15 hours later I will have
travelled from New York to Beijing. We now know that when there is gross
disparity in a rsmote country such as South Africa that it can lead to maSslVe
upheaval that affects us deeply over here. Again there is the social justice
aspect. How can we really feel comfortable in this planetary village when
expenditures on our cigarettes - or our alcohol - alone in the United States

are sufficient to end the hunger of so many millions?

But there is a second major, and in many ways more fundamental common tie

between our problems here in this country and problems elsewhere. Both people
elsewhere and we face, for the duration of this centuq, the new challenge of

how to get more progrsss from the least use of resources. How do we -
including you in this graduating class - cheat.the destiny of the past?

More with less

what do I maan by more from less?

●
Wbst the world has gone through in the last four

boom based upun the use of more and more of nature’s
fertility of itS soil, its water and air, its animals

decades is a tremendous
bounty, its energy I the
and fish. It is only in
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the last few years that it has become clear that there will not continue to be
this endless bounty of nature unless we manage it more careful lY. we
discovered that with heavy use of fertilizer and pesticides on the land, the
Graat Lakes of North America became contaminated. After trebling the world
fish catch in 25 years, over-harvesting led to a drop in the world catch, and

the rate of growth in the fish catch has never returned. When we put too many

cars in the cities without exhaust controls we had problems with the

envirumnent. We have yet to face up to acid rain resulting from fossil fuels.

so, clearly, the challenge in this society is bow to make better use of

what we have. The laws of nature that point out the path toward meeting this

challenge are equally true with regard to our own health. For example,

increasing tbe life expectancy of the average American male by a single year
using curative measures such as. high-technology medical advances, medicines,

hospital facilities and so forth would require increased expenditures of many
billions of dollars annually, according to estimates by the Center for Disease

Control in Atlanta. yet the life expectancy of that same man could be
increased by 10 years through four simple self-health measures that actually

consume less and save moneys by not smoking, eating less with a better diet,——
dririking alcoho 1 in moderation, and getting adequate exertise. But a person

has to first know what to do, based on social research and experience, and
secondly, he or she must actually do it. Sometimes it takes help from our
friends to accomplish buth, to develop and share the knowledge, and to
provide the group support to make it happen.

This is evident in current public response to such issues as smoking,

driving under the influence of alcohol, and AIDS. The tremendous societal
support in terms of education, media atte-ntion, and peer pressure against
d?nmken driving has had a major impact on individuals’ adopting what are
essentially self-health measurss. In the face of the global AIDS pandemic,

application Of social mobilization methods to change our sexual and health
practices is currently the only course of action. For rich people and poor,
pending development of a vaccine, prevent ion through universal health

education is the only means of containing AIDS - and could reduce the threat
by two thirds or=re. But will we? How many tens of millions wi11 die
unnecessarily?

A very similar need to accomplish more with less, and a potential for

people to he1P each other do so through combining low-cost/high-impact
techniques with social mobilization, links us of the industrialized nations
with the world’s poorest billion people. Every year, 14 million young

children die. Over half of them die either from six diseases which can now be

prevented by 50 cents worth of vaccines, or from the dehydration associated
with diarrhoea, for which life-saving and extremely low-cost “Oral Dehydration

Therapy” has been available since tbe early 1970s. In fact, we could say by -
1985 that never tefore in history had there been, first, so much knowledge

available for improving the health of children, and second, such a gap between
knowledge and its use. Mobilizing people to actively participate in meeting

their own human and health-care needs in toth developing and developed
countries is unleashing a formidable reserve of previously untapped resources.
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Just as we are seeing the beginnings of a breakthrough in the United
States on smoking, which has bsen the cause of the prsmature death of 1,000
Americans each day, we are seeing the beginnings of an even more dramatic
breakthrough in the developing world toward immunizing children against the
six diseases which, in the early 1980s, were taking the lives of 4.5 million
children every year. This has been the result not only of scientific
advancements of recent years which have, for example, produced new vaccines

for measles and made them prograssivsly more heat-stable and therefore less
dependent on costly and difficult-to-maintain cold-chains. More importantly,
this has been made pssible by our learning how to capture tbe newly available
charnels of communication in developing countries to convince parents to bring

their children in three times as required for effective inununization.
Pioneered in Colombia in 1984, this involves use of marketing techniques well
known to corporations such as Coca Cola and politicians such as Michael
Dukakis: thousands of TV and radio spots, presidents and religious leaders

p&.onsl ly vaccinating children, sermons from evexy pulpit, use of schools and
teachers and voluntary organizations such as the Scouts and Rotarians.
Through the revolutionary combination of tbsse technological and conununication
advancements, we have been able to reduce the toll of young lives in the
devloping world fran 14,000 daily to 10,000 daily, with prospects of further
msssive reductions by 1990. We are already s“avingthe lives of more than one
million children annually, and we hope to increase this to three million by

●
1990.

The challenges

lhto key challenges in the next 20 years in which many of you will be
called on to participate, both in the developing world and here, ars: first,
to identify and devslop low-cost/high-impact methods to get more from
proportionately less cost, such as with new vaccines for malaria and AIDS,
and, second, to master the will-power to implement these improvements. It is
one’s will that ends a smoking habit, and it is group will - popular and

palitical will - that holds the potential of compelling sccieties to end such

unacceptable conditions as massive child deaths that are readily preventable,

and the all-too-recent sucietal environment that encouraged all to smoke.

The urgent goals which you face are surely less obvious and more refined

than past challenges, to make more of less ... to avoid war rather than to
win it ... to conquer diseases rather than nations ... to plant crops on

~gged ~untainsides or on ocean floors rather than flags on distant planets
... to draw energy from the sun and wavss and garbage, despite the fact that
there may not ha much of a personal profit in that.

Perhaps most exciting to me is that I am here today among people who can
bs the heroes of this new world. And I know that your parents and teachers
who are sharing this proud moment with you also share my hope and my
expectation of what you have to offer.

● di,=ie:~s ,..iverSitY ha.. come individuals wbo have made renowned
Mlche lson In the study of light) the rocket work of Goddard f
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Hoagland and Pincus in oral contraception. And even now, work at Clark in the
studies of environmental hazards are defining the horizon of our knowledge and
capacity in that field. Clark University has pioneered major strides in
geography and resource management on an international scale, and admirably
with an intensive focus on problems particular to the ‘ThirdWorld.

Perhaps among you today is the woman who will help develop the new genetic

grain breakthroughs that will permit nitrogen fixation and greater pest

resistance in plants which will do away with tbe need for fertilizers and
pest icicles,thereby abetting the environment and belping the poor.

Or perhaps among you today is the man who will show the world how to
conquer the great neglected diseases which affect the poor of the developing
world - mslaria, schistosomiasis, or river blindness, to name a few.

You graduates are truly the elite and privileged of the world. You might

ask, “Who me” ? Yes, you. As you leave this institution with the precious
possession of your educ~ion, you enter the upper two and one half per cent of

the world’s population in terms of knowledge, and the Americans among you
enter the elite top 10 percent of citizenry in the the world’s most powerful

country. Most of you from abroad come from already influential famllie S.
Taking these two factors together, you are in the world’ s upper one per cent

of power. Our challenge is to use our ~mited but tremendous resources more
effectively and to assure that at least a modicum of social justice is

achiewd. The real issue is not our capacity to cope, but our willingness to

tw . Your success could make your generation the most satisfying in history.

My congratulations and my best wishes go with you. ..and may you “let there
be light - “FIAT LUX” - wherever you go.


